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The Bechtle & QUANTIQ partnership 
 

A longstanding partnership that provides customers 
with the highest level of consultative support towards 

adopting Dynamics 365. With Bechtle’s subscription 
management, teamed with the technical skills of 

QUANTIQ consultants, we are able to offer an end to 
end solution for your entire Dynamics 365 journey.

PLACETEL + CISCO WEBEX
All-in-one communication for large and small teams.
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Placetel + Webex is the innovative all-in-one solution for all teams and all requirements. It unites a cloud phone system 
with absolutely secure team messaging and online meetings in streaming quality in one single tool. 

Take your business communications up to the next level with Placetel + Webex and enjoy more flexible collaboration with 
customers and colleagues than ever before. From any device and any location. It only takes a few clicks to switch over 
from computer to smartphone and office to home. 

Use the more than 150 functions in the cloud phone system, for example to create individual routing plans for optimum 
availability in mobile or home working scenarios. Send messages and files in real time and stay connected to your team 
with the instant messenger. Hold online meetings in never-before-experienced Webex quality, with a practical file and 
desktop sharing function that allows you to collaborate as you would in the office from any location.

The Bechtle & Placetel partnership 
 

As part of Cisco, Placetel provides secure business 
communication for teams at home, in the office or 
on the go. Bechtle have partnered with Placetel to 

provide a solution that can be set up in minutes, 
and can be cancelled monthly.

Calling

The extensive phone system from 
Placetel with over 150 features 
and many integrations with 
the most important third-party 
providers. Make your first call 
within minutes.

Messaging

Secure team messaging for direct 
communication with colleagues, 
including ultra-fast data 
transmission, clever-message 
features and a useful chat history.

Meeting

With the video meetings from 
Webex, you can experience 
interference-free video calls in 
real time with high quality - you 
also have access to many helpful 
communication tools from the 
world market leader Cisco.
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The Bechtle & Placetel partnership 
 

As part of Cisco, Placetel provides secure business 
communication for teams at home, in the office or 
on the go. Bechtle have partnered with Placetel to 

provide a solution that can be set up in minutes, 
and can be cancelled monthly.

Fair charges. With Placetel, you pay per employee.

Basic Business Enterprise

Placetel + Webex 

£4.90
monthly per user

Placetel + Webex 

£7.90
monthly per user

Placetel + Webex 

£19.90
monthly per user

Cloud phone system with 150+ features
  
Online meetings with up to 25 
participants 
 
Audio and video conferences  
 
Team messaging 
 
File & Desktop sharing

Everything in Basic 
 
Online meetings with up to 25 
participants 
 
Personal virtual meeting room   

Calendar integration (Office & Google) 
 
Password-protected meetings

Everything in Business   

Online meetings with up to 1,000 
participants   

Moderator/Presenter role   

Record meetings 
 
Live stream meetings

Connection charges

Connection charges United Kingdom (plus VAT)
(Billing to the minute)
UK Landline 0,010 £
UK Mobile 0,050 £
SMS (to UK mobile) 0,078 £
Fax transmission (transmission costs per minute) 0,010 £

Monthly charges for further optional service modules (plus VAT)

UK landline & mobile unlimited plan * 9,90 £

*per active phone number; bookable from 3 active phone numbers; Account option, must be paid for all active phone 
numbers in the account
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